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Whether you're on vacation or 
not, the Tropical Heat color 
palette will at least make you feel 
like you're on vacation! As we 
seek positive energy in 2021, 
this collection of vibrant colors 
also builds on sustainability. A 
super soft and stretchy recycled 
material will make your 
2021/2022 swimwear collection 
the summer go-to. Swimwear 
collections will shine with happy 
saturated hues that will put a 
smile on your face no matter 
where you are!

COLOR
vivid and fresh, 
tropical inspired 
combinations, 
rainbow brights

PRINT
painted foliage, 
artistic dying, 
brushstrokes, cultural 
blends

FABRIC
recycled fibers, 
high-coverage but 
lightweight, stretch 
with great recovery
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PALM REC 18 
MAGIC SANGRIA  | TTR108C6

PALM REC 18
COBALT | TTR108C2

PALM REC 18
SHOCKING PINK | TTR108C7

PALM REC 18
NEW TURQUOISE | TTR108C3

PALM REC 18
GREEN LIZARD |  TTR108C4

PALM REC 18
PARROT | TTR108C5

PALM REC 18
BLACK  | TTR108C1

PALM REC 18
RECYCLED NYLON / SPANDEX 

CHERRY PINK  | TTR108C8

in-stock in-stock in-stock in-stock

in-stock in-stock in-stock in-stock



TREND PRINT LIBRARY | PROVOCATIVE 3

ECLIPSE 
RECYCLED 
NYLON / 
SPANDEX 
VIVID 
TROPICAL
BRP1000C1

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MITB2384

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WTQ-159A

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MST10202

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
LSH2108

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
PROVOCATIVE 3

in-stock





COLOR
retro combos, 
vibrant, bold and 
straightforward 

PRINT
flowing, mixed 
nostalgia, happy 
florals, stripes, 
omni-cultural, 
banal novelties

FABRIC
matte & shiny 
bases for colorful 
prints, compact 
knits 

Go With The Flow is defined by a 
bold and vibrant color palette mixed 
with flowing retro combos. This 
delightful mix of retro design, happy 
florals, and classic stripes creates an 
air of playful happiness. Inspiration 
is taken from creating something 
new by using the familiar. This trend 
is an ideal place to use deadstock 
fabrics to create unique 
combinations of color and prints. 
These daring looks speak to our 
desire to build a new digital 
language of self-expression.
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VIRTUE RECYCLED POLYESTER / SPANDEX 
CHERRY RED  | TTR101C3A

SCALLOP RECYCLED POLYESTER / SPANDEX
YELLOW | FKE112C1

 KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX 
PAPAYANA | THY3212

in-stock made -to-order in-stock

in-stock in-stockmade -to-order

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
BRIGHT FUCHSIA | THY0915

STRIPE TEXTURE KNIT NYLON / SPANDEX
AQUA | FKE754C1

VIRTUE RECYCLED POLYESTER / SPANDEX
COBALT | TTR101C6A



PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MITB2572

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MITB2345

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WTQ-1024

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY
CANDY HUED 2

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
TENDERNESS 3

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
VINTAGE 077





Soft dreamy shades transmit a 
calm feeling that drives the 
Pastel Perfection theme. 
According to the Met Museum, 
"[p]astels have been used in art 
for ages, such as in 18th-century 
pastel portraits." These less 
saturated colors convey 
nostalgic energy that continues 
to trend across the fashion 
industry in 2021.

COLOR
calming tints, 
softened rainbow 
combinations, 
bright pastel 
tones

PRINT
watery swirls, 
blurry colors, 
dreamy tie-dye

FABRIC
matte stretch 
knits, recycled 
fibers, eyelet and 
crochet cover-upsbackground image: mink mingle
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KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX 
WISTERIA  | THY6915

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
SOFTY | THY5512

 KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX 
ICEBERG | THY14016

in-stock in-stock

in-stock in-stock

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
MINT FROST | THY3517

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
LEMONADE | THY0611

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
ARCTIC LIME | THY9417

seasonal in-stock

in-stock



PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MIT24885

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WHY304A

TREND PRINT LIBRARY 
FLOWERS MAKE YOU SMILE 3

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
ILLUSIONAL 1

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MIT24892

ECLIPSE 
RECYCLED 
NYLON / 
SPANDEX 
PASTEL 
JUNGLE 
TIE-DYE
BRP1000C1

in-stock
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COLOR
ethereal combos, 
luminous, reflective, 
fluorescent

PRINT
liquid-like, 
other-worldly, 
delicate

FABRIC
lustrous sheen, 
shimmering, 
pearlescent, high 
gloss

Giving off a delicate but 
other-worldly feeling, the 
Deep End's high-energy color 
palette is perfect for swimwear 
and activewear markets. Ethereal 
combinations of luminous and 
fluorescent colors create an 
experimental look that will push 
designers and consumers to 
express their artistic creativity. 
The fabrics that inspire this theme 
have a lustrous sheen with a 
shimmering pearlescent aesthetic 
for a new modernity focus in 
swimwear. 

background image: nadiya ploschenko
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SHINY TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
WHITE | TTS650C37

LUCID CIRE NYLON / SPANDEX
ASPHALT GREY | BKS1106C2

VIRTUE RECYCLED POLYESTER / SPANDEX
CLOUD TTR101C5A

in-stock in-stock

in-stock in-stock

STARLET HOLO FOILED NYLON / SPANDEX
LIMELIGHT | BTH100C4

VIRTUE RECYCLED POLYESTER / SPANDEX
DEEP TEAL | TTR101C7A

SHINY TRICOT NYLON  / SPANDEX
HOT PINK | TTS650C13

seasonal in-stock

in-stock



PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MST11296

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY HAZY 
STRIPES 4

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WTQ-459A

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
POLARIZED LIGHT 1

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WTQ-609A

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3
MST11294





Let your adventurous side 
run free with the natural 
tones in the Earthly trend. 
A serene color palette with 
natural shades is another 
trending theme for 2021. 
These colors bring us 
comforting energy and push 
for inner balance. This 
palette is relaxing and 
soothing, perfect for swim 
styles that take inspiration 
from nature.

COLOR
rich earthy shades, 
monochromatic 
combinations, 
peaceful jewel 
tones

PRINT
painterly 
abstracted florals, 
rocky stripes, 
mottled dye drops

FABRIC
smooth hand, 
matte finish, 
chiffon overlaysbackground image: dimitris chapsoulas
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KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
PAPRIKA | THY4014

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
GOLDEN | THY2911

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
MANGROVE | THY6217

in-stock in-stock

in-stock in-stock

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
CHOKEBERRY | THY6515

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
MIDNIGHT | THY14416

KIRA MATTE TRICOT NYLON / SPANDEX
DARK PACIFIC | THY6916

in-stock

in-stock



TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
POTENT SURFACES 5

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WJH983D

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MST10203

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
LSH516A

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
ARTY PAINT 1

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1
MITB2408





COLOR
nostalgic darks mix 
with soft passionate 
shades

PRINT
festive, psychedelic 
swirls, starry, artful  
abstracts, embellished 
surfaces

FABRIC
dazzling foils, 
theatrical shine, 
handcrafted 
aesthetics, glitter, 
textured novelty knits

Summer Carnival is a theme that 
brings nostalgic darks mixed with 
soft passionate shades to the 
swim market. This trend blends a 
combination of textured novelty 
knits tapping into the drama of 
carnival. Artful abstracts and 
embellished surfaces give a fresh 
take to swimwear. This trend 
brings optimism translated to 
texture and design to bring any 
collection to life!
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LUCID CIRE NYLON / SPANDEX
RIO RED | BKS1106C5

GLITTER STARS FOILED NYLON / SPANDEX
SILVER / BLACK | FTF1432C1

LUCID CIRE NYLON / SPANDEX 
BURNISHED GOLD | BKS1106C9

in-stock in-stock

in-stock in-stock

SPARKLY JEWELS FOILED NYLON / SPANDEX
MARINE | BTH200C9

SHIMMER KNIT NYLON / LUREX / SPANDEX
BLACK / SILVER | FKE415C1

SPARKLY JEWELS FOILED NYLON / SPANDEX
FUCHSIA / BLACK | BTH200C1

made-to-order

made-to-order



PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WTQ-1036B

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
ARTY PAINT 3

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1 
MITB2343

TREND PRINT 
LIBRARY 
BURNING 
FLAMES 3

PRINT 
LIBRARY 3 
WHY116B

PRINT 
LIBRARY 1
MST11252



Disclaimer: The contents of this trend report are strictly for internal use by Pine Crest Fabrics customers. The images in this trend report may come 
from online and print sources. Some photographs are exclusively produced for Pine Crest Fabrics. Pine Crest Fabrics cannot guarantee the extent 

of reproduction rights and use of said visuals. This report cannot be resold or copied, all images are for inspirational purposes only. 

All print artwork within this report is taken from Pine Crest Fabrics exclusive print libraries. 
You may view our fabric collections and library of over 10,000 prints by visiting 

www.pincrestfabrics.com or contact us at 1-844-827-4206

http://www.pincrestfabrics.com

